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70          CHAPTER 6 AN UNTENABLE BOND    In this study, I have examined the two greatest forces in the life of playwright Tennessee Williams: writing and his sister Rose. Rose Williams received a lobotomy in 1943 and fell into an emotionless existence where she would remain for the rest of her life. Specifically, I was interested in the appearance and progression of the male writer figure and fragile female as they appeared in Williams’ plays. I examined each of the plays in the Williams’ cannon that involved a relationship between a male writer and a fragile female. I held the themes and characteristics of these plays up to the events of Williams’ life. Finally, I tracked the progression of the two recurring characters and their relationship over the course of Tennessee Williams’ life work.    Through this investigation, I found that in creating the writer and fragile female, Williams created a space where he and his sister were able to flourish fictionally in a way that it never could in real life. If these plays are put together to form a through‐line of Williams’ autobiographical work, we see that in his early years as a writer, Williams expressed his own emotional turmoil over his sister Rose’s condition and his own guilt in leaving her by creating a writer character and                                                                     
                                                          71 a fragile female character within two separate halves of a binary opposition, In the plays The Long Goodbye (1940) and The Glass Menagerie (1943), these two personas could not share the same fate, world, or qualities, because their real‐life counterparts were separated psychologically and physically. As we move chronologically through the plays of Williams in which these two characters appear, we see that they begin to share almost identical traits (Camino Real in 1953 and 
Suddenly Last Summer in 1958).  A reversibility of traits grows between the writer and the fragile female as they are situated on two halves of a binary mirror, with one distinct difference: their fates. Sister and brother, writer and fragile female, do exist in the same, confined world, but whereas the female remains permanently trapped, the writer is given a chance to escape through his creation. In The Two­Character 
Play (1973) and its alternate versions, the traits between the writer and the fragile female are so reversible and their relationship is so physically and psychologically intimate that they literally interpenetrate to form a single character, able to create, live, and free both sister and brother from a cruel and harsh world. In two of Williams’ final works, Vieux Carré (1977) and Something Cloudy, Something Clear (1981), Williams allows the writer to confront the fragile female through memory. In his last produced work, Something Cloudy, Something Clear, these two characters have evolved into magnificent and complex creations, who can, unlike Williams’ and Rose in real life, share the same space, communicate on an emotional level, and love one another. This analysis explores connections between Williams’ life and his life’s  
 72 work, revealing significant discoveries about one of America’s greatest storytellers and the stories he told. 
  The two most influential forces in Tennessee Williams’ life were his writing and his sister Rose. However, I would ascertain that these two things are not altogether separate entities. Rose was lost to Tom before he turned 32, but in his life’s work, he made Rose a fully functioning human being. Her legacy in his writing is unmatched by any other in his writing. She is perhaps the strongest female force in the work of any Western writer, along with the Dark Lady of Shakespeare’s sonnets. In Tennessee’s life and work, Rose and writing form an untenable bind, through which Tennessee expressed the “emotional currents” of his life and created an eternal bond between a brother and sister who loved each other more than the world ever could.          
 73 WORKS 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74 the works written on and by Williams, 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its categorization of what Kolin calls the eight major areas of Williams research. It 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the 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scholars into 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75 This 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the definitive biography on Williams pre‐1995. It pays special attention to Williams’ personality, as present 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and to his history 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will be 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difference” that Williams 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present 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76 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77 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I 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& 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& 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film 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biography of the life 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art 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interviews from both his early and latter careers, pictures from his childhood and throughout his life, and readings of portions of his plays, letters, and diaries. It attempts to suggest that Rose and “the critics” played the two strongest forces in his life, and that the critics were what ultimately destroyed him, while Rose acted as his “soul mate” and savior. It 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deeply moving, 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will serve as an emotional frame of reference for 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project, as well as giving it some real meat. Watching Williams talk about Rose (which happens in the video) and seeing these hundreds of pictures, etcetera offers inspiration and grounded reality to my studies.  
   
   
